Extron® Cable Collar Kit Installation Guide

The Extron® Cable Collar Kit is used to provide color coding for easy visual identification. It also maintains cables in a straight and upright position for convenient access.

**Installation**

The cable collar is in two pieces, a cover and base, that assemble around a cable. A slot is provided for cable assemblies with a breakout cable, such as a VGA with audio cable.

**Step 1**

Locate a cover (with Extron logo), a base (with slot), and four fasteners.

**Step 2**

Lay the cable in the base, allowing the connector to rest at the top opening of the collar (see the HDMI cable below), or the cable strain relief to rest at the bottom of the collar well (see the VGA cable below).

**Step 3**

Place the cover over the cable and into the base using the locator pins to match the cover and base together.

**Step 4**

Secure the cover and base together with the four fasteners.

**ATTENTION:**

- Do not overtighten the fasteners. Overtightening can strip the threads and result in the collar fitting loosely around the cable.
- Veuillez ne pas trop serrer les vis. Un serrage excessif peut endommager les fils et conduire au desserrage de l’anneau entourant le câble.